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Early stages of surface relief evolution of persistent slip markings (PSMs) in polycrystalline 316L austen-
itic stainless steel cycled with constant plastic strain amplitude at 93, 173 and 573 K were studied using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM-FEG). Qualitative
and quantitative data on the morphology of PSMs, occurrence of extrusions and intrusions and the kinet-
ics of extrusion growth are reported for all temperatures. PSMs start in all cases as surface extrusions
which are later accompanied by formation of intrusions. This finding is discussed with respect to the
point defect formation within areas of localized cyclic slip and primarily to their mobility at different
temperatures. Consequences of migration of respective point defects for surface relief formation and
the conditions for creation of fatigue crack embryos, i.e. sharp intrusions are highlighted.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The knowledge of fatigue crack initiation mechanisms is one of
the fundamental but, unfortunately, still only partially answered
questions in the study of fatigue damage of materials. The damag-
ing process starts preferentially at the sites of cyclic strain localiza-
tion, now usually called persistent slip bands (PSBs) and results in
the formation of sharp surface slip markings (called persistent slip
markings – PSMs). PSMs consist of local elevations and depressions
of the surface, known as extrusions and intrusions, which develop
on the initially flat surface at emerging PSBs, for a review see e.g.
[1–7]. Although it is generally accepted that PSMs represent incip-
ient fatigue crack sites, the detailed review on this topic showed
that the exact mechanism of fatigue crack nucleation has not been
yet clarified completely [8]. Some other more recent consider-
ations and diverse views on mechanisms and processes leading
to fatigue crack initiation can be found elsewhere [9–17]. Since
some theoretical models highlight an important role of point
defects in the process of fatigue crack initiation and predict temper-
ature dependence of surface relief evolution (see e.g. [18–21]), it is
desirable and crucial for their verification to obtain detailed
experimental data on the PSM formation not only at room
temperature but also at elevated and particularly at depressed
temperatures.

The surface relief topography of PSMs and its evolution have
been amply studied by various experimental techniques in
specimens fatigued at room temperature, see e.g. [1–
5,7,10,11,13,22–29]. Although the presence of PSMs has been evi-
denced down to 4.2 K more than fifty years ago [30,31], detailed
experimental data on surface relief evolution for elevated and
especially for depressed temperatures are rare so far. Fatigue crack
initiation at 298, 77 and 4.2 K was studied by Kwon et al. both in
single- [32] and polycrystalline [33] copper. Three characteristic
morphologies of macro-PSMs in copper single crystals fatigued in
the temperature range 4.2–350 K were revealed using sharp corner
polishing technique by Basinski and Basinski [34]. Morphology and
growth of extrusions in single- [35] and polycrystalline [35,36]
copper at 107, 298 and 473 K was quantitatively documented
using the contamination line technique in scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) by Mughrabi and his co-workers [10]. Available
experimental data clearly show that morphology and profiles of
PSMs and the extrusion growth are temperature dependent but
until now no systematic investigations of the temperature depen-
dence are available.

This work represents a continuation and expansion of our
experimental studies on the fundamental mechanisms leading to
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Table 1
Chemical composition (in wt.%) of 316L steel.

C Si Mn P S Na Oa Cr Ni Mo Fe

0.018 0.42 1.68 0.015 0.001 0.071 0.003 17.6 13.8 2.6 Rest

a Supplementary determination by gas fusion method in addition to chemical composition guaranteed by Uddeholm.
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fatigue crack initiation using modern microscopic techniques –
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and high-resolution SEM equipped
with field emission gun electron source (SEM-FEG). Detailed exper-
imental data obtained for austenitic 316L steel so far in room tem-
perature cycling (direct specimen observation and plastic replica)
[23,37] are in the present work extended to cycling at depressed
and elevated temperatures. Preliminary results on this subject
have been already published elsewhere [38]. In this paper qualita-
tive and quantitative data on the morphology of PSMs and extru-
sion growth obtained are discussed in relation to the predictions
of the recent point defect models of surface relief formation and
fatigue crack initiation.
2. Experimental

Specimens were machined from a 25 mm thick plate of austen-
itic 316L stainless steel (Uddeholm, Sweden) with axis parallel to
the rolling direction. The chemical composition of the steel is given
in Table 1. The heat treatment, consisting of solution annealing at
1080 �C and water quenching, resulted in an average grain size of
39 lm (found using linear intercept method without counting twin
boundaries).

Cylindrical specimens with threaded ends having gauge diame-
ter and length of 8 and 12 mm, respectively, were adopted for
depressed temperatures. Cylindrical button-end specimens of
6 mm in diameter and 15 mm in gauge length were used for fati-
gue tests at elevated temperatures. To facilitate the surface relief
observation a shallow notch was produced in both specimen
geometries by grinding a cylindrical surface 60 mm in diameter
with the axis perpendicular to the specimen axis to a depth of
0.4 mm. After machining the specimens were annealed at 600 �C
for 1 h in vacuum and the notch area was polished mechanically
and electrochemically. For easier orientation on the specimen sur-
face fine circular marks 400 lm in diameter were engraved on the
central part of the polished notch.

Fatigue tests at 93, 173 and 573 K were carried out in a MTS
computer-controlled servohydraulic testing machine in symmetri-
cal push–pull cycle (Re = �1) in strain control. Plastic strain ampli-
tude eap = 1 � 10�3, derived from the half-width of the hysteresis
loop, and the total strain rate _e = 1.5 � 10�3 s�1 were kept constant
during the tests at all temperatures. Details concerning the cryo-
stat and temperature control in low-temperature tests are given
elsewhere [39]. Elevated temperature cyclic straining has been
periodically interrupted for surface relief study. Another methodol-
ogy was, however, applied for the study of surface relief at
depressed temperatures. In order to avoid room-temperature
warming up periods during cycling of an individual specimen
and thus prevent their possible effect on point defect migration,
several specimens were cycled at 93 and 173 K to different early
stages of fatigue life. In both ways experimental data on surface
relief evolution could be obtained. Deformation history of all spec-
imens is apparent from Table 2.

The detailed study of surface topography and its evolution on
the specimen surface was performed using AFM (Accurex IIL,
Topometrix) directly on the metallic specimen surface and for
selected specimens also on its inverse copy obtained using plastic
replica (for detailed description of replication procedure see [23]).
AFM in contact imaging mode in air was used to obtain constant-
force topographic images. A V-shaped silicon nitride cantilever
with a sharpened pyramidal tip having the radius of curvature of
20 nm and the vertex angle 36� was applied. The basic scan size
100 � 100 lm2 with resolution 400 � 400 data points was used
for an overall documentation of slip distribution. For the detection
of intrusions and quantitative analysis of extrusion growth, areas
of 15 � 15 lm2 or smaller, with 500 � 500 data points were cap-
tured. For better visualization of intrusions all plastic replica
micrographs are displayed in non-inverted format. Surfaces of fati-
gued specimens were additionally documented by high-resolution
SEM-FEG LYRA I or MIRA II from Tescan Co.
3. Results

3.1. Surface relief at depressed temperatures

Surface observations of 316L steel fatigued at 173 K with plastic
strain amplitude 1 � 10�3 showed very early the localization of
cyclic slip manifested by the appearance of distinct PSMs. Already
after 500 cycles fine PSMs were detected in about 15% of grains.
With increasing number of cycles PSMs intensified and the fraction
of grains with PSMs grew gradually. At 4500 cycles more than 75%
of the grains were covered by PSMs and at 9000 cycles practically
all grains were affected by cyclic slip localization. Cyclic plastic
strain in the grains is generally accommodated by PSBs appertain-
ing to one slip system. Cyclic straining produces PSMs whose spac-
ing was approximately constant at different stages of fatigue life
(see Table 2).

General features of PSM morphology at 173 K were found to be
similar to that obtained at room temperature [23]. PSMs start as
surface extrusions which are later accompanied by thinner parallel
intrusions. Intrusions running parallel along ribbon-like extrusions
have been revealed by SEM-FEG already after 500 cycles (Fig. 1).
The intrusions develop later than extrusions and often only locally
along extrusions (see a less developed PSM in Fig. 1a). In later
stages the surface relief does not change significantly: both mature
PSMs consisting of extrusions and intrusions and younger, less
developed PSMs consisting only of extrusions can be found (see
two thin PSMs close to the upper right corner in Fig. 1b). In some
cases the alternations of tongue-like extrusions and intrusions
within an individual PSM are also detected – see Fig. 1b. Note that
on both SEM-FEG micrographs, due to the inclination of the active
slip plane to the specimen surface, intrusions are unfailingly
detectable only along the right side of extrusions. More specifically
and in agreement with the nomenclature introduced earlier [18] it
is the side ‘‘A’’ of an extrusion where the emerging active slip plane
is inclined to the surface at an obtuse angle.

Fig. 2 shows finer details of PSM topography obtained by AFM
that explicitly documents the three-dimensional character of
PSMs. While intrusions accompanying extrusions could be
revealed by AFM on specimen surface only for less developed PSMs
in early stages of fatigue life (see Fig. 2a), the adoption of replica
technique proved that in later stages of fatigue life the majority
of PSMs consists of extrusions and intrusions running parallel
along one (Fig. 2b) or both (Fig. 2c) of their sides. Intrusions are
often developed only locally; their depth fluctuates along PSMs.



Table 2
Fatigue test conditions and PSM characteristics.

Specimen No. Temperature (K) Cycles Average PSM spacing (lm) Extrusion height (nm)

Average Maximum

UD 371 173 500 4.8 ± 1.1 32 ± 30 140–170
UD 372 173 1000 4.5 ± 1.4 72 ± 57 280–320
UD 373 173 2000 4.6 ± 0.9 115 ± 64 280–320
UD 374 173 4500 4.2 ± 0.6 168 ± 83 420–470
UD 450 173 9000 4.5 ± 1.2 221 ± 95 520–670
UD 379 93 1000 1.5 ± 0.3 17 ± 9 30–45
UD 381 93 2000 1.2 ± 0.4 25 ± 9 40–80
UD 382 93 4500 1.2 ± 0.4 27 ± 10 40–70
UD 383 93 9000 1.2 ± 0.7 27 ± 11 40–60
UD 424 573 100 5.6 ± 1.5 71 ± 35 180–230
UD 424 573 250 3.8 ± 1.5 131 ± 73 290–380

Fig. 1. SEM-FEG micrographs of surface relief in 316L steel fatigued at 173 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 to different number of cycles. (a) N = 500 (UD371); and (b) N = 2000 (UD373).
Stress axis is horizontal in both micrographs.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional AFM images of extrusions and intrusions in 316L steel fatigued at 173 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 to different number of cycles.

Fig. 3. Surface relief topography within grains of 316L steel fatigued at 93 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 for 9000 cycles (SEM-FEG).
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Great variability of surface relief topography found at 93 K wit-
nesses a more complicated slip behavior as well as presumably the
participation of different types of point defects in formation of
PSMs (see Section 4) in 316L steel fatigued at this temperature.
Several characteristic features of surface topography were revealed
as documented in detail in Figs. 3–6 obtained by SEM-FEG and
AFM.
Fig. 3a–c document appreciable variability of the surface relief
developed in individual grains after 9000 cycles. Fig. 3a shows
three individual PSMs consisting of extrusions whose width is
around 200 nm. Hilly nature of thin extrusions is clearly visible
from AFM image in Fig. 4a. Surface profile (section A in Fig. 4c)
reveals the presence of small slip steps accompanying extrusions
and reveals also very small intrusions accompanying only two



Fig. 4. Characteristic forms of surface relief topography and corresponding profiles in 316L steel fatigued at 93 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 for 9000 cycles. AFM, metallic specimen
surface.

Fig. 5. Surface relief within a grain of 316L steel fatigued at 93 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 for 4500 cycles (UD382) as obtained by SEM-FEG. (a) Overview micrograph at lower
magnification, and (b) detail of PSMs taken from area denoted in (a). Stress axis is horizontal.

Fig. 6. Details of intrusions and extrusions in 316L steel fatigued at 93 K with eap = 1 � 10�3 for 4500 cycles. AFM, plastic replica (non-inverted).
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extrusions in Fig. 4a. Both features are similar to those observed
earlier in room temperature cycling [23,37]. The extrusion height
is typically only 20–35 nm after 9000 cycles. The average spacing
of thin PSMs is smaller in comparison with those produced at
173 K (see Table 2). Fig. 3b shows both very thin and also wide
PSMs (up to 1 lm) separated by original flat surface. Wide PSMs
consist of several closely spaced extrusions.

Since extrusions are generally finer and represent the most
striking feature of PSMs, only very detailed inspection by SEM-
FEG at high magnification (Fig. 5) and/or the adoption of replica
technique in AFM study (Fig. 6) can reveal the presence of intru-
sions and thus find the true morphology of PSMs. SEM-FEG micro-
graph taken at very high magnification (see the detail in Fig. 5b
which is indicated in Fig. 5a) as well as AFM images of plastic rep-
licas in Fig. 6 show that both individual PSMs and wider PSMs
already after 4500 cycles at 93 K consist of both extrusions and
intrusions. Intrusions could be developed only locally and their
depth, similarly to 173 K, fluctuates along PSMs (see Fig. 6). Due
to the limitations of AFM in observation of the true surface relief
topography [37,40] the width of PSMs cannot be determined from
Fig. 6. Only SEM-FEG micrographs of specimen surface taken with
high resolution can be used for assessment of intrusion and extru-
sion width. Limited data obtained so far indicate that the difference
in the intrusion and extrusion thickness at this temperature is
much smaller than at temperatures above 173 K (see Fig. 5b).

Besides distinct individual PSMs and wide PSMs, clearly sepa-
rated by a smooth surface area corresponding to the matrix, we
have found fine slip markings with peak-to-valley topography cov-
ering homogeneously selected parts of surface grains and later
completely the whole surface of some grains. This specific form
of cyclic slip localization in 316L steel fatigued at 93 K is docu-
mented in Fig. 3c and in three dimensions in Fig. 4b. The mean
height of peak-to-valley profile can differ from grain to grain but
its typical value is about 30–40 nm (see section B in Fig. 4c). The
serrated profile (section B in Fig 4c) does not mostly allow to dis-
tinguish individual extrusions or intrusions. Since this profile cov-
ers at large number of cycles the whole grain it is even difficult to
interpret the profile as extrusions and intrusions. It is similar to
profiles developed in fatigued Cu–30 wt% Zn alloys e.g. [41,42]
and can arise also as a result of random slip or timely limited per-
sistent slip. Nevertheless a small hilly extrusion could be some-
times located within peak-to-valley structure (see small
extrusion in the middle of section B in Fig. 4c marked with arrow)
which indicates the persistency of cyclic slip at this location.

The last specific surface feature detected in 316L only in speci-
mens cycled at the lowest temperature represents specific surface



Fig. 7. Surface relief within a grain of 316L steel fatigued with eap = 1 � 10�3 at 573 K as obtained by AFM after (a) 100, and (b) 250 cycles. AFM micrographs are displayed in
shadowed format.
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relief connected with the presence of deformation induced mar-
tensite. This topic is however beyond the scope of the present
paper and its description can be found elsewhere [38].
3.2. Surface relief at elevated temperature

Characteristic features of the early evolution of overall slip
activity in 316L steel fatigued at 573 K shows Fig. 7. PSMs were
found in specimens cycled at this temperature for 100 cycles but
only in a few grains. They do not cover evenly the whole surface
grain. PSMs typically develop locally along the intersection of PSBs
with the specimen surface (see Fig. 7a). Average PSM spacing is
slightly higher in comparison with that found at 173 K (see
Table 2). With increasing number of cycles the number of grains
covered by PSMs gradually increases and at the same time PSMs
developed earlier, intensify considerably. In addition to the height-
ening and lengthening of existing PSMs some new ones appear
after 250 cycles (cf. Fig. 7a and b) which results in the decrease
of average PSM spacing (see Table 2).

Details of PSM topography from the area denoted in Fig. 7a show
three-dimensional AFM images in Fig. 8. Direct observations of
specimen surface showed that PSMs consist of ribbon-like extru-
sions the height of which slightly fluctuates along their length
(see Fig. 8a and b). The average and the maximum extrusion height
evaluated in several grains by AFM increases considerably with
increasing number of cycles; their values are listed in Table 2. The
width of some PSMs also locally increases via local widening of PSBs
(cf. Fig. 8a and b). A very important feature of surface relief topogra-
phy in cycling at temperature 573 K yields plastic replica technique
(see Fig. 8c). Fig. 8c shows the identical area of the grain as that in
Fig. 8a. In non-inverted image of plastic replica parallel intrusions
accompanying locally extrusions are already present in 316L steel
Fig. 8. Details of PSMs obtained by AFM in area denoted in Fig. 7a using direct observation
cycles. Small black arrows indicate the same position on all AFM micrographs. 316L ste
even in this very early stage of fatigue life. Similarly to intrusions
found in room and low temperature cyclic straining their depth is
not constant but fluctuates along PSMs (see Fig. 8c). The maximum
depth of intrusions found from AFM observations on replicas taken
at N = 100 cycles in 7 grains was 160–190 nm.
3.3. Growth of extrusions at depressed and elevated temperatures

Quantitative data on the growth of extrusions were obtained for
all temperatures from the profiles of individual PSMs in selected
sections evaluated from AFM micrograph of the specimen surface.
In agreement with our previous studies on surface relief and its
evolution in 316L [17,33,24] the sections were taken perpendicular
to the surface and to the direction of the PSMs. The height of an
extrusion was evaluated in five different sections. The height of
each extrusion represents the average of these five values. About
10 grains and more than 100 PSMs were evaluated for specimens
cycled at 173 and 93 K to different stages of fatigue life. In the case
of surface relief study at 573 K during intermittent cycling more
than 100 PSMs in 10 grains were evaluated only at 250 cycles; at
100 cycles the number of grains containing PSMs was limited to
5. The results of statistical treatment of the average and maximum
extrusion heights at three different temperatures are listed in
Table 2. The kinetics of extrusion growth is presented in Fig. 9. In
spite of a great scatter of experimental data systematic extrusion
growth with the number of cycles is apparent at 173 K and 573 K
while at 93 K the initial growth is followed by saturation of the
average extrusion height. The extrusion growth rate at 173 K is
highest during the initial period and decreases with the number
of cycles (see Fig. 9). The initial rate of the extrusion growth at
temperature 573 K is around 6 � 10�10 m/cycle and at temperature
173 K it is around 7 � 10�11 m/cycle, i.e. more than an order of
of specimen surface (a and b) and using plastic replica, (c) after different number of
el, eap = 1 � 10�3, 573 K.



Fig. 9. Growth of extrusions in 316L steel fatigued at different temperatures.
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magnitude lower than that at 573 K. Extrusion growth kinetics at
the lowest temperature of 93 K differs from that at 173 K and
573 K but also from that at room temperature [23,37,40]. Average
initial extrusion rate at 93 K is much smaller and with continuing
cycling drops to zero and the saturated extrusion height is very
small (see Fig. 9 and Table 2).

4. Discussion

Experimental study of the surface relief evolution produced in
austenitic 316L steel by constant plastic strain amplitude cyclic
loading at two depressed temperatures and one elevated tempera-
ture, simultaneously with previous room temperature data [23,37]
yields new information about the temperature dependence of the
shape and kinetics of surface relief formation of a polycrystalline
material. The principal experimental findings can be summarized
as follows:

(i) PSMs produced at all temperatures start as ribbon-like
extrusions that grow and later are accompanied by parallel
intrusions. Intrusions can appear on one or on both sides
of the extrusion often only along partial segments of an
extrusion. The depth of intrusions is variable.

(ii) Appreciable variability in the change of surface relief exists
at each temperature.

(iii) The extrusion growth rate is temperature dependent. Initial
growth rate strongly increases with temperature. At 93 K the
growth rate drops to zero and extrusion height saturates or
even has a tendency to decrease.

(iv) Average spacing of PSMs also increases with increasing
temperature.

(v) Contrary to room and elevated temperature where the width
of extrusion is much larger than the width of intrusions, at
the lowest temperature (93 K) their width is approximately
the same.

The experimental finding on the temperature dependence of
the surface relief can be confronted with the predictions of the
existing models of surface relief formation and fatigue crack initi-
ation. Though there are numerous models of fatigue crack initia-
tion (see e.g. [1,4,5,7,8,11,12,16–21]) only a few are based on the
real dislocation structure of the PSBs. PSBs are sites of cyclic slip
localization and are, as generally agreed [1–13,16,17], the source
of the pronounced surface relief in the form of PSMs. PSMs arise
in locations where PSBs egress on the surface and fatigue cracks
initiate there.

The first physically based model of fatigue crack initiation was
model proposed by Essmann et al. [18] (EGM model) (see also
Ref. [1,3,10,12]). It is based on the knowledge of the dislocation
arrangement in the PSB [43,44] and resistivity measurement of
point defect production in cyclic loading [45,46]. In EGM model
not only dislocation motion is considered but also dislocation
interactions, namely the annihilation of edge dislocations which
leads to point defect formation (preferentially vacancies). The pro-
duction of vacancies combined with irreversible slip processes
results in the elongation of the PSB and formation of a static
extrusion. The height of this static extrusion is proportional to the
non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies produced in the PSB
due to localized cyclic straining. As a result of extrusions type I
stress raisers arise and random slip in PSB leads to the production
of type II stress raisers. Fatigue cracks arise due to stress concentra-
tion on both types of raisers.

Most important objection against EGM model is the fact that
extrusions are produced also at temperatures at which vacancies
are mobile and disappear from the PSB by migration to edge dislo-
cations. Provided vacancies are mobile at a particular temperature
no static extrusion can arise. The isochronal annealing curves of
single and polycrystalline copper cycled at low temperature
[47,48] clearly show point defect annealing stages below room
temperature. In 316L steel (see Section 3) it was found that the
extrusion growth is highest at elevated temperature (573 K) and
lowest at low temperature (93 K). It can be thus hardly explained
as static extrusion growth.

Detailed experimental observations of PSMs produced by cyclic
loading in copper single crystals [49] and annealing studies of
point defect produced in cyclic loading led Polák [19] to propose
substantial modification of the EGM model. In Polák’s model the
static extrusion plays only a minor role but surface relief is formed
due to steady production of point defects in PSB and their simulta-
neous migration to the edge dislocations in the matrix. In constant
strain rate and constant strain amplitude cyclic loading in each
cycle vacancies (or interstitials) are produced in PSB and fraction
of them migrates to the matrix and is annihilated there. This pro-
cess leads to the redistribution of matter between PSB and thin
sheets of neighbor matrix. As a result increasing internal compres-
sion stresses are generated in the PSB and increasing internal ten-
sile stresses are generated in the thin sheets of the matrix close to
the PSB/matrix interface. These internal stresses are plastically
relaxed and from the PSB an extrusion grows and at both PSB/
matrix interfaces intrusions arise.

Quantitative treatment of the point defect production and
migration has been performed by Polák and Sauzay [20] in evalu-
ating the shape of an extrusion assuming PSB matrix boundary is
a perfect sink for vacancies. Recently Polák and Man [21] provided
the complete quantitative solution of the migration and annihila-
tion of vacancies produced in PSB and derived the shape of the
central extrusion and two parallel intrusions provided vacancy
type defect is produced and migrates at a given temperature. Our
experimental data could be thus used for checking the validity of
the predictions of this model.

Unfortunately the data on point defect migration in 316L steel
are very limited. Dimitrov and Dimitrov [50] found in irradiated
Fe–Cr–Ni austenitic alloy pronounced point defect annealing stage
starting at 20–200 K with activation energies in the range 0.2–
0.5 eV. Though experiments on point defect production and migra-
tion in 316L steel after cyclic plastic straining are not available it is
apparent that point defects are mobile at temperatures starting
already at very low temperature. Therefore, the mechanisms lead-
ing to the transfer of matter between the PSB and the matrix based
on point defect migration can be operative at all investigated
temperatures.

Majority of experimental findings at temperature 173 K and
above (see Section 3 and summary above) are in reasonable
agreement with the predictions of the Polák’s model. Important
achievement of the model is the explanation of the delayed
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appearance of the intrusion (or intrusions) parallel to the central
extrusion. The reason for the delayed appearance of the intrusions
or even for no intrusion at all is the higher yield stress of the matrix
relative to the yield stress of the PSB [21]. The variability of the
dislocation arrangement in the matrix close to the PSB/matrix
interface (see e.g. [43,44,51]), which represent the sinks for point
defects, results in the variability of the intrusions accompanying
extrusions.

Most important agreement between the model and present
experimental observations is the predicted shape and the small
width of the intrusion relative to the width of the extrusion. The
true shape of a thin intrusion before the fatigue crack starts from
its tip is difficult to assess experimentally. The best method to
acquire the shape of PSM are the sharp polishing technique used
by Basinski and Basinski [4,34] and Ma and Laird [52] and the
FIB cuts used recently [17,25,26,28]. Simultaneously with the pres-
ent data they indicate the presence of sharp intrusions from which
the cracks could initiate.

The kinetics of extrusion growth, namely the strong tempera-
ture dependence of the extrusion rate is also compatible with the
Polák’s model. The growth rate of the extrusion in the center rEc

was evaluated by Polák and Man [21]

rEc ¼
pl

coshðaw=2Þ þ affiffiffiffiqe
p sinhðaw=2Þ ð1Þ

where p is the production rate of a specific point defect, l is the
depth of the surface grain in the direction of the Burgers vector, w
is the width of the PSB, qe the density of edge dislocations in the
matrix which serve as sinks for point defects and a ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=sD

p
is a

kinetic parameter which depends on the annihilation coefficient A
of point defects during cyclic plastic straining, on the period of
cycling s and on the diffusion coefficient D of the migrating point
defect. Since diffusion coefficient rapidly increases with tempera-
ture also extrusion rate evaluated according to Eq. (1) increases
until it reaches the saturation value at temperature where all point
defects generated during cyclic plastic straining in PSB are able to
be transferred to the matrix and contribute to the growth of both
extrusion and parallel intrusions. Predicted temperature depen-
dence of the extrusion growth rates are calculated elsewhere [21].
They depend critically on the activation energy of the migrating
point defect.

The situation at the lowest temperature (93 K) is different from
that at higher temperatures. The extrusion height reaches very
soon its saturated value which is very low. It corresponds to the
height of the ‘‘static’’ extrusion in the EGM model. However the
presence of both extrusions and intrusions in the PSM produced
at temperature 93 K indicates the participation of both vacancy
as well as interstitials types of defects in their formation. The pos-
sible participation of interstitial type defects in the formation of
surface relief of materials cycled at low temperature has been
recently proposed by Polák and Man [53]. More precise prediction
on the shape and kinetics of PSMs formation can be made only
when the production rates and migration properties of individual
defect at a specific temperature are assessed.
5. Conclusions

An AFM and SEM-FEG study of the early stages of surface relief
evolution in polycrystalline 316L austenitic stainless steel cycled
with constant plastic strain amplitude at depressed and elevated
temperatures allows drawing the following conclusions:

(i) Cyclic plastic straining at all investigated temperatures is
localized into PSBs which produce distinct PSMs consisting
of extrusions and intrusions.
(ii) PSMs exhibit great variability but characteristic feature at
temperatures 173 K and above is the presence of central
extrusion accompanied on some segments by thin
intrusions.

(iii) Growth of extrusions is temperature dependent. At 93 K
rapidly small extrusion height is achieved with a tendency
to shrinkage in further cycling. The extrusion growth rate
increases rapidly with increasing temperature.

(iv) Experimental data on the temperature dependence of the
extrusion growth and shape of PSMs are compatible with
the recent formulation of Polák’s model of surface relief for-
mation and crack initiation.
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